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Abstract

In spite of advances made in the world of network
security, a vast majority of security incidents are still
attributed to the “internal threat” – end users – responsible
for mis-configuring devices and programs, unknowingly
propagating malicious code, or disclosing proprietary
business information. The emerging P2P systems have
characteristics that can turn them into an attractive
infrastructure can be exploited to breach the security of a
network, if policy regarding their usage in not in place. A
rapidly evolving and changing technology, IDS is a defense
system, purpose to find security violations and detects hostile
activities in a host or network .IDS is capable to provide a
view of unusual activity and issue alerts notifying
administrators. According to Amoroso [1] "Intrusion
Detection is a process of identifying and responding to
malicious activity targeted at computing and networking
resources", also IDS can distinguish between external attacks
by hackers and internal originating from inside the
organization. At the simplest level, you can think of and IDS
as an alarm system, IDS provides much for computers what
the alarm system provides for organization's physical
security. Using the same defense system, this paper talks
about what a P2P application is with problems when they are
on any host or network. Implementation was done at
iPhonica using different OpenSource [14] tools to come up
with a solution.

Index Terms: Security monitoring, snort, P2P, signature
based, anomaly based, rule based, NIDS, HIDS. Policy
enforcement.

1. Introduction

Internet started with limited storage and computing
resources and now it has increased at tremendous rate. [2] To
share resources on internet mainly there are two architecture
used, client-server and peer-to-peer. In first architecture
though more than one server can be used to avoid the
inherent flaw of single point failure and improved reliability
and load balancing but still it is limited to number of user
connected, bandwidth available etc. Performance of the
server also depends upon the utilization/underutilization of
CPU, memory free disk space in hard disk etc. The
emergence of Peer-to-Peer architecture was based on

utilization of not only the node itself but every other node
member of the group. Thus increasing the reliability,

Fault tolerance, load balancing automatically. In p2p
systems every nodes can share the resource of each other
resources without intervention of server, [10] so computer
can behave either as server or client depending on resource
share request.

Despite these advantage p2p systems comes with many
inherent security flaws because of its working structure.

The emerging Peer-to-Peer systems have characteristics
that turn them into an attractive infrastructure that can be
used as attack platform. Attackers that compromise a P2P
system can expect benefits such as a large number of
participants, easy hiding of attack control traffic and good
global distribution of participating hosts. This gives attackers
high flexibility and at the same time a small risk of being
identified.

P2P systems has brought many disadvantages over the
internet which are mainly discussed in this presentation some
of them are i.e. Bandwidth Utilization when used in limited
dedicated bandwidth , Malicious code flow, Confidential
company Information leakage.

We believe that an intrusion detection system (IDS) can
be the best tool for detecting a malicious P2P application
because security flaws introduced by P2P are not very
specific, and a few of the important identifying parameters
(IP address, port numbers etc) can vary even within the same
application. Moreover, because of the inherent anonymity
associated with P2P host, detection of a malicious node is
very difficult.

In part 2 of this paper we have discussed some of the
security problems associated with p2p application. Next
phase deals with traffic analyses of p2p application which
helps to generate signatures based on packet fields. These
signatures are then fed in snort rules database as discussed in
part three and four respectively.

2. Problems with P2P applications

The decentralized nature of peer-to-peer file sharing
removes the need for a central server, and removes the
possibility of centralized control [5] [12]. Because peer-to-
peer file sharing networks do not require a central server,
they are more scalable and more redundant than centralized
file sharing schemes. Peer-to-peer file sharing networks are
also more resistant to legal attacks [13], because there is no



one central entity to file a lawsuit against. To attack a peer-
to-peer file sharing network, a claimant must file suits against
individual network users.

Bandwidth Utilization: [6] Many organizations have taken
to use links to create virtual private networks between their
officers or central office. VPN performance may suffer if
legitimate traffic has to compete with non-business file-
sharing traffic. To cater with the issue traffic shaping
applications can be used so that p2p applications can not
monopolize internet bandwidth.

Malicious code: P2P applications can provide a conduit
for malicious code to enter in network such as viruses and
trajon horse programs are a danger owing to file sharing p2p
applications. But by deploying desktop and server based
antivirus scanning definitions it can greatly reduce the risk.

Fake files [7] It is very hard sometimes to tell whether the
files one is downloading are indeed the authentic files. Media
giants offer apparently popular music or films to sniff out
copyright violators in an effort to try to protect their products
from being distributed illegally online.

Vulnerable P2P application: [8] P2P applications require
client software installed. So there are risks that application is
badly code, and crashes the system or it conflicts with the
environment set up for business purpose. There might be a
cause that a p2p user has set up a p2p trap and does damage
or allows to access more information than allowed.

Information leakage: P2P application such as wrapster
can provide an ideal cover and disguise data as Mp3 file and
authorized system user is transferring information to another
machine. Instant message provided by Microsoft, Yahoo and
other can also be a great threat to the organization a mean to
transfer organization inside information to unauthorized
users.

Copyright issues [7] No one single entity has de-facto
control of what gets shared; there is an enormous amount of
copyrighted works that are being illegally distributed without
the consent of their creators or rightful owners.

Following are few basic actions and technologies that can
be taken to reduce these risks.

Block traffic: [8] By blocking traffic between servers and
peers, but it is possible that the p2p servers IP addresses
change. Also p2p applications can connect to servers using
socks proxy connections [14]. Since a proxy can be at any
port and at any address, there is no way to prevent this from
happening, which requires regular update to blockage part.

Classify network traffic: [9] Classifying network traffic
into application and location based then analysing them and
finally applying bandwidth partitioning and per-session rate
policies.

Security flaws introduced by p2p applications are not
specific in any manner, hence there requires a generic
solution

Enforce policy: Enforce written security policies
describing with applications are allowed to install on desktop
PCs.

Antivirus products: To protect against malware, servers,
gateways and desktop should be updated with antivirus
products.

Approach adopted to detect p2p applications is to focus
on network traffic pattern being made by communicating
p2p. Communication between client and server requires
specific protocols for transactions.

To start with the implementation following steps were
taken. Analysis of traffic generated by P2P applications,
Identify unique traffic pattern. Writing detection rules using
snort rule sets. Test the validity of signature rules for false
positive and false negatives.

3. Analysis, Design
3.1. Traffic Analysis pattern identification

Figure 1-A shows the actual network configuration and 1-
B shows additional network traffic analyzer placement to
analyze the traffic. Switch has been replaced with Hub to
accomplish the purpose to mirror the same traffic to analyzer.

Network traffic analyses was done using open source tool
Ethereal

Figure 1 - Placement of network traffic analyzer

3.2. Limewire

We have selected Limewire [23] as the experimental p2p
application. It is one of the fastest p2p file sharing application
over internet. It is open source application and works over
Gnutella protocol [24], which is one of the most widely used
unstructured p2p protocol. Following is the traffic pattern
detected when Limewire [23] connects to Gnutella network.

Figure 2 - Showing connect request to servers



Figure 3 - IP broadcast message by p2p server

[11] From analysis of traffic pattern unique parameters
were identified like a) Port 6364 b) User-Agent: LimeWire
in request and response. c) GNUTELLA CONNECT

Figure 4 - Connect request to server

After number of traffic pattern and packet analysis
following snort signatures were developed.

3.3. Building signatures

Snort [20] an open source intrusion detection system is a
packet sniffer/packet logger/network IDS. Its salient features
are
 Runs on multiple OSs.
 Uses a hexdump payload dump.
 Displays all the different network packets the same

way.
Snort’s first signature-based analysis (also known as

rules-based within the Snort community) became a feature in
late January 1999. As time progressed, so did the number of
rules. The rule types include P2P, backdoor, distributed
denial of service (DDoS) attacks, Web attacks, viruses, and
many others.

Based on packet analysis following snort signatures are
developed. [20]

alert tcp $HOME_NET any -> $EXTERNAL_NET any
(msg: " P2P LimeWire Traffic"; flow: established;
content:"User-Agent\: LimeWire"; nocase; classtype: policy-
violation; reference:url,www.limewire.com; )

alert udp $HOME_NET 6346 -> $EXTERNAL_NET
6346:6700 (msg: " P2P Limewire UDP Traffic";
content:"|49 50 40 83 53 43 50 41|"; threshold: type
threshold, track by_src,count 10, seconds 60; classtype:
policy-violation; reference:url,www.limewire.com;)

alert udp $HOME_NET 6345:6349 ->
$EXTERNAL_NET 6345:6349 (msg: " P2P UDP traffic --
Limewire"; threshold: type threshold,track by_src,count 40,
seconds 300; classtype: policy-violation;
reference:url,www.limewire.com;)

alert tcp $HOME_NET any -> $EXTERNAL_NET any
(msg: " P2P Gnutella Connect"; flow: established,to_server;
content:"GNUTELLA CONNECT/"; nocase; offset: 0; depth:
17; classtype: policy-violation;
reference:url,www.gnutella.com;)

3.4. Testing signatures

When snort was restarted with these new signatures
loaded it captured traffic generated by p2p application
connecting to Gnutella network and logged to database
configured. Alerts generated are shown in the figure below.

Figure 5 - Alert message with date, source and destination ip
address

These figures are from BASE (Basic Analysis and
Security Engine) [19] used as front end to view and manage
different alerts generated.

3.5. Stats

These stats were taken by running the rules on the p2p
traffic along with normal network traffic.

P2P
application

No of test
procedures

False
Positive

False
Negatives

True
Positives

Limewire 25 0 0 25
SeelSouk 25 0 1 24
Kaza 25 0 2 23
Sheraza 25 0 1 24
Overnet 25 0 3 22
Bittorent 25 0 2 23
Ares 25 0 1 24

Table 1 – Stats of true/false alerts

4. Implementation at iPhonica
4.1. Network Analysis

Network at iPhonica [22] is designed to operate for data
and VoIP traffic. As shown in Figure 6. Firewall is placed at
software level in the main internet gateway which connects to
switch operating under VLAN, one switch provides ports to
SIP phones and other switch provides ports to the data
network devices i.e Desktop computers.



Figure 6 - Iphonica Network layout

4.2. Solution overview

Solution is divided into 4 modules that combine as single
product to perform NIDS function.

A: Machine installed with gentoo linux [15] (Linux
distribution) running snort in promiscuous mode.

B: Database server, with snort database storage plug-in
schema installed. Database can be among, Postgresql [18],
mysql, Oracle, adodb ODBC.

C: Webserver machine, running apache httpd [17]
daemon to serve BASE interface, BASE connects to database
server and provides reports on the alerts and logs generated.

D: Viewer allowed to access BASE [19] Interface,
accessible from any browser, mozill, firefox, opera etc…

Figure 7 - Solution Inter flow

Figure 8 - Network layout with NIDS deployed

Figure 8 shows the placement of NIDS sensors. One
sensor is placed before the firewall and another on the data
network part. Sensor-1 placed before the firewall gives us
reports on what kind of traffic we are receiving on internet
gateway. While sensor-2 looks for malicious packets that has
passed from the firewall placed.

Figure 9 shows when sensors with p2p rules. If any client
on the data network runs a p2p application and communicates
with p2p network, it’ll be detected by sensor 1, 2 and logged
to the database.

Figure 9 - Network layout NIDS deployed, communication between
p2p client and server



4.3. Open Source tools

Following are the open source [14] tools used to
implement this solution a) Linux: [15] Unix like operating
system with CLI and X windows to interact b) PHP: [16] is
server side scripting language to create dynamic pages on
runtime c) Apache: [17] Apache software foundation has
httpd deamon application to serve pages on server side and is
known as webserver. d) Postgresql: [18]A relational database
system e) BASE: [19]BASE is a management portal for all
alerts generated by snort e) SNORT: [20]An Intrusion
detection system which can generate alerts and log related
activity based on the defined rules and can work at host and
network level. f) Ethereal: [21] Ethereal is network traffic
sniffer application used for packet dissection and analysis.

9. Conclusion

We believe that the successful implementation of a policy
is dependent not only on a well coded software but of the
awareness if users and other allied staff. Furthermore, due to
short development cycles, cross platform implementation and
varying level of competencies of designers, detection of P2P
application is becoming a colossal task. Best results can be
achieved by understanding the practical limitations as well as
the capabilities of the technology. The facts such as unbridled
growth of internet, opening up in electronic trade and lack of
secure systems make it important and pertinent filed of
research, though IDS can't give you 100 performances but it
definitely can lower security breaches, and attacks.
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